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Kickstarter Project be Successful?
Murat Kılınç1 , Can Aydın2 , Çiğdem Tarhan3 

Abstract
Kickstarter is one of the popular crowdfunding platforms used to implement business ideas on the web. The success of 
crowdfunding projects such as Kickstarter is realized with future financial support. However, there is no platform where 
users can get decision support before presenting their projects to supporters. To solve this problem, a platform where 
users can test their projects is required. Within this scope, a business intelligence model that works on the web has been 
developed by combining business analytics and machine learning methods. The data used for business analytics has 
been brought to a state that can provide inferences through visualization, reporting and query processes. Within the 
scope of machine learning, various algorithms were applied for success classification and the best results were given by 
91% Random Forest, 85% Decision Tree, 84% K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) algorithms. F1-Score, Recall, Precision, Mean 
Squared Error (MSE), Kappa and AUC values   were analyzed to determine the most successful models. Thus, Kickstarter 
users will be able to see their shortcomings and have a prediction about success before presenting their projects to their 
backers.
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Introduction

Crowdfunding, a new generation investment system, is a good alternative for entreprene-
urs and projects. In particular, the process of financing ventures over the internet has gained 
great importance with the maturity of technologies that come with web 2.0 and the success 
of resource utilization (Zvilichovsky et al., 2015). Accordingly, the interest in crowdfunding 
platforms has been increasing over the years, as it provides easier access to large audiences. 
The crowdfunding market size, which was 597 million dollars in 2014, was stated as 10.2 
billion dollars in 2018. In 2025, the crowdfunding market size is expected to be 28.8 billion 
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dollars (Szmigiera, 2019). Many crowdfunding platforms have been developed nowadays 
for the increasing market. Thanks to platforms like Kickstarter, Indiegogo, GoFundMe, Fun-
dable, and Patreon, project developers can collect hundreds of millions of dollars of support 
each year (Etter et al., 2013). Only within the Kickstarter platform, approximately 180,000 
projects have received a total of $ 5 billion since the platform was established (Kickstar-
ter Project Stats, 2020). After financial and tactical support provided through crowdfunding 
platforms, the ideas of entrepreneurs; come to life thanks to supporters, angel investors, and 
capital funds (Kuppuswamy and Bayus, 2018). Ideas that are disliked or who cannot find ade-
quate support can fail because they cannot find adequate support financially. Within the Kick-
starter ecosystem, 300.000 unsuccessful projects have not found adequate support since its 
establishment. Accordingly, statistics published in July 2019 show that the success rate on the 
Kickstarter platform is 37.3% (Statista, 2020a). For this reason, getting sufficient support in 
the venture ecosystem is very important in terms of realizing that idea. Therefore, providing a 
prediction on whether the idea of   the initiative or the project will be successful before presen-
ting the project to the supporters has a positive impact on the entrepreneurs. This prediction 
can be used to attract backers on crowdfunding platforms. Factors forming the dynamics of 
the project such as information, content, texts, images used in the project profile, in short, all 
the features of the project are directly related to the interest of the backers (Cheng and Others, 
2019). Because the backers give more priority to the projects that were well expressed in the 
stage before the detailed review of the project. However, entrepreneurs on crowdfunding 
platforms cannot test their projects for success before presenting them to the supporters. For 
this reason, it is not possible to compare projects in the crowdfunding ecosystem with other 
projects before they are added to the platform and to have a prediction about their success. 
This problem can be solved by providing forecasting, data visualization, reporting, listing, 
querying operations to the entrepreneurs in a hybrid way on the web. Similarly, in a study 
conducted in 2015, 12 years of historical data of a consultancy company were analyzed and 
then an interactive decision support system was created using business analytics and machine 
learning (Cook et al., 2015). In this direction, the research question we have raised has been 
“do business analytics and machine learning methods affect the decision support processes 
for entrepreneurs in a hybrid way”. In our study, which provides a prediction in terms of 
success for the Kickstarter initiatives, a data set containing the project features were analyzed 
and evaluated primarily within the scope of business analytics. Afterward, the data on the 
system was trained and made ready for classification by machine learning methods. In the last 
stage, the features of the project of the user were taken as input, and a comparison was made 
with the other projects in the business analytics processes, and the project success estimation 
was made by using machine learning methods. To provide decision support, user interaction 
should be planned within the system development cycle. For this reason, user interaction was 
created by ensuring that this entire process is shown on the dashboard.
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Related Works

In the research, crowdfunding platforms were examined within the scope of business 
analytics and machine learning, and many different studies were encountered. The support 
vector machine method was used in the system development work by Chen in 2013 to pre-
dict whether a Kickstarter project would be successful in advance. With the study, using the 
initial features of the projects, a success estimation of 67% accuracy was provided (Chen et 
al., 2013). In the research carried out by Kindler in 2019, propagation mechanisms on crowd-
funding platforms such as Kickstarter, Indiegogo, and Sellaband were investigated. Because 
the spread of the project is directly related to virality and success (Kindler et al., 2019). In the 
research put forward by Chung, Kickstarter datasets, supporter-campaign graphics and Naive 
Bayes, Random Forest, and Adaboost classification methods were used. Adaboost classifica-
tion method, which gives the highest value, made a success estimate with an accuracy rate of 
76% according to the data set examined (Chung & Lee, 2015). In the study put forward by 
Rao and his team in 2014, it was emphasized that the success rate of the projects in the crowd-
funding structure is less than 50%. Also, the relationship between money pledged and cam-
paign success, which was made using decision trees, was examined. According to the review, 
it was determined that the duration of the campaigns had a significant impact on the success 
of the project. Besides, it was emphasized that with a predictor to be created, the success of 
the campaigns can be estimated correctly by 84%. (Rao et al., 2014). In the study by Jensen 
and Özkil in 2018, factors that may cause failure in crowdfunding platforms were examined. 
According to the review, the ability of campaign starters to make promises about product 
features and the project features created in this context plays an important role in the success 
of the project. The study also shows how crowdfunding platforms can be used in research 
with both data libraries and product development cases (Jensen & Özkil, 2018). The research 
conducted by Qianzhou and his team focuses mainly on the main points of the projects such 
as category and target. In this context, a large data set obtained from Kickstarter was used. 
According to the research result, there is a direct proportion between the information provi-
ded in the project descriptions and the financial support obtained. The model introduced can 
predict the financial success of the project with an accuracy rate of 73%. Also, the research 
proposes the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification method to further increase the 
predictive accuracy rate (Du et al., 2015). In another study by Sheng Bi and his team in 2016, 
based on a detailed probability model, it was investigated how online information in the ven-
tures affected investors’ decisions. In the research carried out with the data of crowdfunding 
websites operating in China, it was revealed that a higher number of likes, online feedback, 
more detailed project description and video introduction of the project had a positive effect 
on fund investment decisions. The data analysis in the study also emphasized that different 
project categories should be evaluated with different perspectives (Bi et al., 2016). In the rese-
arch carried out by Mortensen and his team, the method of learning and defining the success 
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factor was done with machine learning methods. In the research, it is examined what drives 
the success of a packaging company on the Fortune 500 list and a model is presented accor-
dingly. It is observed in the study that using statistical modeling techniques improves both 
revenue and profit revenues by affecting shortening sales cycles and decreasing sales costs. 
The best model with the use of machine learning methods, decision tree, gradient boost, and 
random forest algorithms; accuracy 80%, precision 86%, recall 77% results (Mortensen et 
al., 2019). Finally, in another study, it was observed that the use of ensemble artificial neural 
networks in the prediction of success of crowdfunding projects yielded better results than ot-
her algorithms. With the accuracy values varying according to the parts, Logistic Regression 
can make predictions with 88.38%, Artifical Neural Networks (ANN) 88.62% and Ensemble 
Neural Networks (ENN) 89.18% (Yeh & Chen, 2020).

Summarizing the studies examined, it is observed that the presentation of the projects 
in crowdfunding platforms to the backers with a detailed explanation increases the success. 
This explanation can be effective by determining the project features correctly. Also, another 
remarkable point in the literature is that the success rate in crowdfunding is in a downward 
trend. One of the main reasons for this can be described as the increasing interest in crowd-
funding and the sloppy preparation of projects uploaded to crowdfunding platforms. On the 
other hand, the success of the classification results for crowdfunding projects has been inc-
reasing over the years. Because, especially in 2018 and after, machine learning algorithms, 
which can give better results when operated together (ensemble), have been used more. For 
this reason, a better classification can be made with both the selection of algorithms suitable 
for the data set and the ensemble approach. When the literature is evaluated in terms of bu-
siness analytics, it is observed that decision support increases with visual reporting, analysis 
and user interaction.

Methodology

In the process of creating a decision support with machine learning and business analytics, 
the Cross-Industry Standard Process Model for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) was used and 6 
steps in the cycle were applied in order. Since the chosen method is accepted as a flexible and 
circular model, it is frequently preferred in data science projects. Also, it is possible to go to 
the previous step in the model and make changes. Because there may be changes in needs 
or data structure. Therefore, re-evaluation should be made when similar situations are enco-
untered. In other words, the CRISP-DM method; It can be considered as a supportive tool 
for improvement, error analysis and quality management, data analysis and mining projects 
(Schäfer et al., 2018, Weimer et al., 2019).
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Figure 1. Cross Industry Standard Process Model for Data Mining (Huber et al., 2019)(Fahmy et al.,2017)

In the CRISP-DM process used; After evaluating possible problems at the first stage, a 
literature review was conducted and which software libraries to use were determined (Table 
1). In the second stage, the quality, accessibility, and sustainability of the data were discus-
sed. In the third stage, the data set that has undergone pre-processing has been applied to a 
model in terms of the path and analysis structures that the data will follow. In the evaluation 
section, the results of the classification algorithms are compared and the algorithms that can 
make the best classification are used for the application. Also, the functions such as querying 
the data, user interaction, listing, and reporting were inspected and the business analytics 
process was evaluated. Finally, during the deployment process, the model is provided to be 
displayed on the dashboard. Accordingly, a web application was developed and transferred to 
entrepreneurs through the control of all processes, business analytics, and machine learning 
methods. The aim at this point is to create an inference mechanism by combining the reports 
of business analytics with the results of classification algorithms.
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Table 1
Software Libraries and Tools  

Web Application
Section

Machine Learning
Section Data Preprocessing

Python Libraries and Struc-
tures Flask Framework Sklearn Library Pandas, Numpy

Object-Oriented Program-
ming Languages

PHP, Javascript, Python 
(Compiled by VS Code.)

Python (Compiled by 
Spyder VS Code.)

Python (Compiled by 
Jupyter)

Other Tools and Libraries HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, 
Chart.js Google Colab Weka

Data
Kickstarter is the most popular among crowdfunding platforms, thousands of projects 

are added to the platform daily. The features of the added projects constitute the focus of 
our study for the analysis processes. The results of business intelligence, business analytics, 
and machine learning methods have been put forward based on the characteristics of these 
projects. In this context, the data file provided by Kaggle, which covers more than 300.000 
Kickstarter initiatives with various features, was used in the research. The projects created in 
2017 and after are filtered out and the number of analyzed project data is reduced to around 
50,000 (Mouillé, 2018). This filtering process was carried out to research with the most recent 
project data in the data set.

Data Preprocessing: During the preparation of the data in the CRISP-DM method, the 
data set used was prepared for analysis (Table 2). 

Table 2
Data Set States Before and After Data Preprocessing

Before Preprocessing Data After Preprocessing Data

378.661 line 15 column Size: 43.3 MB 52.184 line 20 column Size: 8.0 MB
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In the data set consisting of 15 columns, there are columns like name, category, main cate-
gory, currency, deadline, goal, launched, pledged, state, backers, country, USD pledged, USD 
pledged real, USD goal real. For efficient analysis, rows of data with missing content were 
cleaned from within the data set. Also, columns with string values have been converted into 
numerical data within the scope of data pre-processing and made ready for analysis. Within 
the scope of data pre-processing, the following 2 different determinants were emphasized:

1) State: The State column is a feature that shows how the projects are in terms of suc-
cess. Kickstarter projects data set includes 5 different project statuses: successful, 
failed, live, suspended, canceled. As part of our study, all project statuses were used 
for business analytics. But for classification methods, only successful and failed 
states were used to make the binary classification. For this reason, the number of 
data used for business analytics is 52,184, while the number of data used for mac-
hine learning is 43,304. 

2) Data Profile: The data set used is in a scattered structure. Therefore, the application 
should be transferred to the database in a relational way. For this, the relationships 
between the main-sub categories have been numerically established and each pro-
ject feature has been transferred correctly into the application.

Along with the 2 determinants, the pre-processing stage was completed and a data set 
ready for the analysis stage was obtained.

Data Splitting: Within the scope of the study, the data set is divided into 2 separate sec-
tions in order to train our classification models and to understand how they perform. In this 
context, the data set for training and testing processes is divided into 70% training and 30% 
testing. The ratios used are observational and determined in the most appropriate way for the 
data set. This use, random subsampling, is probably one of the most used methods to divide 
the data set in a study.

Data Scaling: Since the values in the columns in the data set cannot be converted into 
each other, they need to be rescaled. Scaling enables classification methods to work more 
accurately and give meaningful results (1).

For this reason, the data set was scaled in the range of 0-1 using the min-max scaler.

Modeling
The modeling process refers to a decision support process created by including the most 

appropriate elements in the business structure desired to be developed. In this context, how to 
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use business analytics for a web application developed, which algorithms to use from machi-
ne learning methods, and how to follow it are determined at this stage (Figure 2). According 
to the modeling, the user who wants to test his interference on the system is included in the 
system with the project features he enters. After the Kickstarter dataset, which consists of 
approximately 50 thousand data, has been pre-processed with the Pandas and Numpy libra-
ries of Python, the database of the web application has been created. The data in the created 
database are included in the extraction process in two different ways. Firstly, data analysis 
and reporting are provided with PHP. Later, with the chart.js library compiled with Javascript, 
the data was visualized in graphics and transferred to the web interface.

 

Figure 2. System Flow Chart Modeling Process

Secondly, the data kept numerically in the database were tested by machine learning met-
hods after normalization. The methods are then displayed on the web interface with their 
accuracy rates. The decision support platform, which combines the reporting, data analysis, 
and data visualization capabilities of business analytics with the predictive ability of machine 
learning methods, provides inferences to the user. In this way, the query and data input made 
by the user on the system is returned to him as inference and decision support (Figure 2).

Business Analytics and Intelligence
Business analytics and intelligence emerged as an important field of study for both imple-

menters and researchers, reflecting the magnitude and impact of problems related to data to be 
resolved in contemporary business organizations (Chen et al., 2012). In other words, to make 
more accurate decisions about the future, it is the business processes that enable the data to be 
transformed into information by examining the past or current data. Especially in the last 20 
years, the usage rates of business intelligence and analytics have increased significantly both 
academically and industrially (Forbes, 2017; Statista ,2020b; Laudon, 2014). These methods, 
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which contribute significantly to the decision support processes of large-scale formations, 
are also among the important branches by the companies that direct technology. Business 
analytics; It increases the interaction of users with data such as predictive modeling, making 
the data meaningful and optimization. All the methods used by transferring the whole process 
onto the dashboard assist the decision support processes, making the data interpretable and 
analyzable. This structure, which has been used frequently by organizations until recently, 
has also become a supporter of individual uses over time. Decision support processes that are 
revealed by taking certain data from users are the best examples of this. For example, in our 
research, machine learning and business analytics were brought together and entrepreneurs 
received decision support about their projects.

Selection of the Algorithm
Scope of work; Decision Tree (J48), Random Forest (RF), K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), 

Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes (NB), Logistic Regression (LR) algorithms 
were used to classify Kickstarter projects.

Decision trees are one of the basic classification algorithms and multiple decision trees 
come together to form the Random Forest algorithm (Leiva et al., 2019). The basis of the 
algorithm is based on a hierarchical tree structure (Berhane et al., 2018). However, although 
this structure is simple and understandable, in cases where one of the biggest problems of the 
algorithm is overfitting, the number of decision trees in the Random Forest method should be 
determined and the results obtained should be reviewed.

Random Forest Classification is one of the most successful classification methods used. 
The algorithm consists of decision trees, independent of the input vector of each classifier. 
Each tree in the hierarchy gives a unit vote to classify the input vector (Pal, 2005). This clas-
sification method gives better results in datasets and categorical variables with an unbalanced 
distribution. The data set used during the development of the application has many data ca-
tegorically and has been tested within the scope of this algorithm since it has an unbalanced 
distribution (Ahmad et al., 2017).

The KNN algorithm is one of the simplest methods used to solve classification problems. 
It has important advantages over some data mining methods since it generally gives com-
petitive results (Adeniyi et al., 2016). In particular, it can provide fast results with Decision 
Tree and Random Forest among the methods run on the webserver. This provides increased 
usability on the web interface. Also, KNN performs well on large data sets because it does 
not have scalability problems. 

SVM is a classification algorithm that finds the best line at the point of separating two 
classes. Although it is an easy-to-train algorithm, it has two types of linear and nonlinear (Jain 
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et al. 2020). But it usually tries to classify the data on the class linearly. In nonlinear cases, a 
third dimension (Kernel Trick) can be classified using the SVM algorithm.

The NB algorithm is a classifier that calculates the probability set by counting the fre-
quency and value sets in a given data set (Saritas and Yasar, 2019). Good results with fewer 
education data and the ability to work on unbalanced datasets are among the advantages of 
the NB algorithm.

The LR algorithm is frequently used to reveal the binary state of the result after training 
the used dataset. Since the Kickstarter data set is classified as binary classification, the LR 
algorithm is also preferred among the methods analyzed. With the LR algorithm, the effects 
on the independent variable result variables can be calculated probabilistic.

Evaluation
In the evaluation phase, which constitutes the 5th part of the CRISP-DM cycle, the met-

hods used in the research and their performances are discussed. The web platform where 
entrepreneurs will test their projects in terms of success has been developed with both bu-
siness analytics and machine learning methods. For this reason, the evaluation section was 
examined under two separate topics.

Evaluation of Classification Algorithms: It is necessary to measure how accurately the 
classification methods used can classify. Confusion Matrix was used to test the classification 
methods. The properties of the Confusion Matrix are compatible with integration into machi-
ne learning classification methods and provide more semantic explanations (Xu et al. 2020). 
Besides, the Confusion Matrix is used to describe the performance of the classification met-
hod on test data with true values. Accordingly, the data set containing two classes, successful 
and failed, was analyzed with Decision Tree, Random Forest, KNN, SVM, Naive Bayes, and 
Logistic Regression algorithms. Afterward, the heat map analyzes were visualized and Con-
fusion Matrix values appeared (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Confusion Matrix Results of the Classification Algorithms Used

(Failed = 0, Successful =1)

After exposing the confusion matrix, classification metrics need to be evaluated. In this 
direction, it should be stated how much of the results obtained from the model that was first 
put forward is estimated correctly. For this, accuracy rate measurement is used for classifica-
tion methods (Yang et al., 2019), (2).

The other two of the calculations using the confusion matrix after the accuracy rate are the 
Recall and Precision measurements (Fawcett, 2004), (3), (4).

F1 Score is a classification method evaluation metric in which extreme situations are not 
ignored (5). The main reason for looking at the F1 score value instead of the accuracy rate 
in the classification method choices is to not make a wrong model selection in the data sets 
that are not evenly distributed. Since the Kickstarter data set consists of unevenly distributed 
samples, the F1 score of the 6 classification methods used was determined.
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MSE measures the average size of errors in the classification made (6). Separating from 
the complexity matrix, Cohen’s Kappa coefficient (κ) is a statistical metric that measures the 
mismatch between two different values (Cohen, 1960). The resulting measurement value is 
between -1 and +1. The closer the κ value closes to the +1 value, the better the compatibility 
between the two different values (Table 4).

Similarly, the closer the coefficient κ is to the value -1, the incompatibility between the 
two values is high and does not make sense in terms of reliability. If κ = 0, it is stated that the 
agreement between the two evaluators may depend on chance.

Table 3
Evaluation of the Kappa Score
κ (Kappa Score) Evaluation
κ < 0 Poor
κ  > 0.0 ve  ≤ 0.20 Slight
κ  ≥ 0.21 ve  ≤ 0.40 Fair
κ  ≥ 0.41 ve  ≤ 0.60 Moderate
κ  ≥ 0.61 ve  ≤ 0.80 Substantial
κ  ≥ 0.81 ve  ≤ 1 Almost Perfect
Source: Landis and Koch, 1977.

Kappa value is found with the above equation,  (7). 
κ ≥ 0.4 appears to be an appropriate value (Table 3). The model evaluation metrics menti-
oned above were used to test how many classifications of the methods used for Kickstarter 
attempts can be done. The results in this context are compared with each other (Table 4).

Table 4
Comparison of the Results of the Classification Algorithm

Machine Lear-
ning
Algorithms

Accuracy 
Score Precision Recall F1 Score AUC

Mean Squ-
ared Error 

(MSE)

Kappa
Score

Decision Tree 0.85 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.860 0.143 0.710
Random Forest 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.912 0.088 0.819
K-Nearest Ne-
ighbors (KNN) 0.84 0.85 0.85 0.84 0.837 0.154 0.681

Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) 0.58 0.76 0.59 0.44 0.513 0.414 0.030

Gaussian Naive 
Bayes 0.76 0.81 0.76 0.74 0.728 0.239 0.484

Logistic Reg-
ression 0.63 0.77 0.64 0.55 0.576 0.364 0.169
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As a result of the comparison, Decision Tree, Random Forest, and KNN algorithms per-
form the best classification processes. SVM, Naive Bayes, and Logistic Regression algo-
rithms give lower values in the classification of Kickstarter projects than other methods. 
Finally, Decision Tree, Random Forest, and KNN algorithms that give the best results were 
also evaluated in terms of ROC Curves (Figure 4).

Figure 4. ROC Curves for Classification Algorithms

As a result of the evaluation, it is seen that Decision Tree, Random Forest, and KNN al-
gorithms can successfully classify Kickstarter projects. For this reason, these 3 classification 
methods were used in the web application developed.

Evaluation of Business Analytics Methods: During the evaluation of the business analy-
tics we use while developing the web application, the visualization, querying, listing, and me-
aningful reporting of the data recorded in the database were analyzed. Thanks to the relational 
database structure created, each recorded data takes an active role in the process leading to 
decision support.

Figure 5. Visualization of Kickstarter Data
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After the recorded data in the database is displayed on the dashboard with SQL queries, 
the relationships between the data are visualized and made easier to interpret (Figure 5). So 
much so, with this interpretation, entrepreneurs can make inferences about their projects and 
see what they need to do to make their projects successful thanks to the reporting screen. 
Users who can also see their deficiencies in creating a successful project can make detailed 
inquiries about other projects within the web application. Queries also cover the status of ot-
her projects. The table below shows the project status distributions in the categories (Table 5).

Table 5
 Kickstarter Category and Project States Table

Categories Project States Project Count
Successful Failed Canceled   Live Suspended

Publishing %34.24 %51.28   %8.52  %5.68    %0.29 5.248
Film&Video %34.5 %49.58   %9.53  %5.97    %0.42 5.508
Music %43.34 %44.04   %6.41  %5.76    %0.45 4.864
Food %22.29 %63.17   %8.13  %5.71    %0.69 3.185
Design %38.54 %39.7   %15.78  %5.19    %0.8 5.862
Crafts %25.88 %58.63   %9.73  %4.93    %0.84 1.542
Games %41.49 %37.23   %16.53  %4.16    %0.58 6.895
Comics %61.87 %27.84   %6.35  %3.8    %0.15 2.001
Fashion %27.35 %54.96   %11.15  %5.92    %0.62 4.205
Theater %53.6 %35.33   %6.42  %4.54    %0.11 903
Art %42.46 %44.23   %7.86  %4.88    %0.58 3.957
Photography %33.94 %52.07   %8.58  %4.63    %0.77 1.037
Technology %19.4 %58.77   %14.02  %6.27    %1.54 5.984
Dance %55.01 %33.06   %6.78  %4.88    %0.27 369
Journalism %19.71 %62.18   %12.5  %4.97    %0.64 624

When the database is analyzed within the scope of business analytics, it is seen that the 
success rates of the projects put forward in the comics, theater, and dance categories are high 
(Table 5). There is a great failure in the categories of publishing, food, crafts, fashion, photog-
raphy, technology, and journalism. In order to make such inferences more determinative, data 
visualization and reporting have been applied for other features such as location, currency, 
targeted amount of support, and the number of backers in the data set. Thus, all the data in the 
process was presented to the user in an analyzed format within the dashboard.

Deployment and Control
In the deployment process of the CRISP-DM cycle, the developed web application is imp-

lemented ready to use. In this context, the classification methods used are shown in the web 
interface via the Flask Framework (Figure 6). The results that appear with the user interaction 
in the web application change as the project features differ. In other words, a classification 
based estimate is made for the success of the project, taking into account the previous data. 
Therefore, examples of the contribution of methods of machine learning to business intelli-
gence have been seen (Wang et al., 2005).
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Figure 6. Demonstration of Classification Algorithms with Flask Framework in the User Interface

It is also observed that by enabling decision support, solutions to complex problems are 
provided through the dashboard (Cook et al., 2015).

Figure 7. Business Analytics Reporting and Inference Screen

Within the scope of business analytics, after the data used has been made meaningful with 
PHP and SQL queries, it has been transferred to the web interface for decision support on the 
reporting screen (Figure 7), (Figure 8). In this way, together with user interaction, entrepre-
neurs will be able to compare their projects with other projects and see their shortcomings 
better. 
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Figure 8. Dashboard Developed for Kickstarter Users

Also, as a dynamic structure is created, the reporting interface can update itself as data is 
added to the application. Therefore, the validity of the system has been maintained.

Discussion and Conclusion
The growth of interest in crowdfunding platforms tends to continue in the coming years, 

as online resources can be used practically for creative entrepreneurs (Szmigiera, 2019). Ho-
wever, the decrease in project success rates is striking, inversely proportional to this increase 
in interest (Rao et al., 2014). In this context, there are many factors that affect the success rate. 
While some of these factors are in the data set we use; factors such as project visuals, audio 
materials and past experiences of the project owner are not included in the data set we use. 
For this reason, more accurate estimates can be obtained by performing studies with other 
factors in similar studies. On the other hand, the classification results we have revealed are at 
a satisfactory level with an upper limit of 91% at the point of predicting success. Other results 
shown in the web interface are also close to the upper limit and are shown in Table 4. This up-
per limit can be further increased with ensemble models that can be used and data to be added 
to the web application. As a matter of fact, in a recent study; It is seen that a better classifica-
tion is made compared to previous years by using decision tree, gradient boost and random 
forest algorithms together (Mortensen et al., 2019). Another important point we noticed in the 
study is that the selection of the appropriate algorithm for the data set can affect the success 
of the classification. Especially good results can be obtained with random forest and decision 
tree algorithms in analyzes to be made with a scattered and irregular data set. Therefore, cho-
osing an algorithm suitable for the data set to be used increases the success of the results. In 
the KNN algorithm, a high ratio was obtained by determining the most appropriate K value 
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and classifying it. For this reason, it is necessary to find the value that gives the best result 
among the K selections during the study. When we look at the data visualization, listing and 
reporting features of the application we have developed, decision support is provided with the 
active use of user interaction. This decision support becomes more active with the use of the 
web (Shim et al., 2002). In other words, the classification results; since user interaction can 
be evaluated in terms of visualizing summaries and seeing alternative scenarios, users in the 
web application can have a prediction about their projects.

As a result, although there are many studies in the literature about crowdfunding projects, 
it was not possible for end users to test success because these studies were not presented on 
the web. The application we developed to overcome this deficiency creates a business intel-
ligence environment by combining business analytics and machine learning methods. Users 
who can test the features of the project on the platform we developed can get decision support 
that will enable them to make necessary changes in their projects in line with the resulting 
report and success predict. Accordingly, if we summarize the results;

1) Using business analytics and machine learning methods together is highly effective for 
creating decision support. For this reason, similar processes should be carefully considered 
when analyzing other crowdfunding platforms.

2) A web-based decision support system has been established that entrepreneurs can use 
while preparing their projects. As the data is added to the established system, there is a dyna-
mic structure because the forecast values   can change.

3) Supervised learning algorithms that give the best results in web application are used for 
success prediction. In this context, Random Forest can classify with 91%, Decision Tree 85% 
and KNN 84% accuracy. In addition, the consistency of these results was tested with Recall, 
Precision, F1 Score, MSE and ROC curves and the agreement between the variables of the 
data set was measured with Kappa Score. The fit and test results support the accuracy values   
(Table 3, Table 4).

4) Query speed is of significant importance for effective user interaction. For this reason, 
structures that can be queried quickly should be used in similar systems. Django and Flask 
Frameworks were tried during the display of our work on the web application and the fastest 
query results were obtained with Flask. This situation may vary depending on the size of the 
data set.

5) An analysis was made according to the project characteristics, and the data were visua-
lized, listed and reported. Thanks to the data categorized on the Kickstarter platform and with 
a certain success; detailed graphics, lists, reports and decision support were provided.
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Future Works

There are many platforms in the crowdfunding ecosystem, aside from Kickstarter. The 
data on these platforms can also be analyzed and integrated into the system. Also, since 
the Ensemble algorithm approaches can generally classify better, they should be tested and 
monitored within the system. Apart from these, images containing project promotion can be 
evaluated within the scope of the web-based decision support system. In particular, it should 
be investigated whether the colors used correspond to the project category, whether the ob-
jects in the image express the project, and image processing should be done within the scope 
of the project’s success.
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